
Honourable guests, Chief Guest speaker, Mr. Ashoke Chatterje, Afsha Sethi, 

Head of the India National Committee, Mahindra United World College Board 

of Directors and Parents joining online, Faculty, Staff, Students and the Class of 

2022, it is a privilege to welcome you here today on this momentous occasion 

to celebrate and bid farewell to our batch of 2022. I stand before you with a 

deep sense of responsibility to humbly deliver a few words this morning to 

recognise this year's graduating class. We are here to acknowledge and 

celebrate 101 young heroes who completed their secondary formal education 

amidst a pandemic, experimental teaching practises, as teachers grappled en 

masse with teaching online, the logistics of online teaching and learning, and 

isolation from peers, teachers and friends as we all struggled to keep ourselves 

and one another healthy and safe. We cannot underestimate the toll that 

education has taken on young people in these contexts. But you made it. 

 

Class of 2022, you must move on and forward, stronger, wiser, compassionate, 

and more empowered to make the world a more inclusive, safe, and 

sustainable place. This speech is not just to tell you how wonderful you are, 

how blessed you are to have attended a UWC, or how resilient you have been 

in the face of COVID. Though you are and have faced all of these conditions, I 

would like to speak to you about the importance of using all that you have 

learned at Mahindra United World College to positively impact your wider 

community for the greater good, which includes using your education as a 

force to unite people for peace and a sustainable future as far as it will go. 

Those of you who opted to study history know the advantages of insight that 

can prevent history from repeating itself. You also know the perils of 

contemporary international politics to see some of the historical horrors 



repeat themselves right before our eyes, such as the violent pummelling of 

Ukrainian cities and the retraction of women's rights in  

supposedly one of the most democratic countries in the world. We should all 

be concerned about the potential repealing of the Roe versus Wade decision. If 

rights can be taken away for one group, they can certainly be taken away for 

another group. How will you use your education to uphold justice and human 

rights?  

 

Despite starting with us during the pandemic, you have done incredibly well to 

reach this pinnacle. I find this class to be the most interesting as it is the most 

diverse group of students I have ever worked with. You are also a group of 

highly motivated and intelligent individuals who have strong opinions about 

how the world works, how the world should work, and how MUWCI should 

operate. It has been eye-opening to see and to share multiple points of view 

with you.  

 

I often wonder how such a diverse and exceptional group has come together 

and what the universe has conspired for all of us to be here at this time and 

place to work so diligently together to create an experience that is known as 

'the MUWCI' experience. I want to stress that there is no typical 'MUWCI 

experience' because your experience involves the people around you. All who 

may aid and inspire you in many different ways, and how these people 

converge varies from year to year. So I  imagine that the experience with each 

particular cohort will be very different depending on the specific individuals 

surrounding you. As I mentioned before, it is people who most likely impact 

you and contribute to your experience. Graduates, as you leave the cocoon 

that is MUWCI, I urge you to think about what you have learnt here and what 



you can leverage to further your lives not just academically in the professional 

world, but in ways that would allow you happiness, dignity and the chance to 

be fully expressive of who you are. Think about your essence, who you want to 

be, and what you represent. What are your beliefs, and what do you wish to 

contribute to humanity?  

 

The opportunity to attend MUWCI is rare. You have also had the chance to 

share and hear various points of view that might be very different to your own. 

The opportunity to represent those views respectfully and listen to others, 

with their different points of view, again in a respectful manner, has been a 

blessing. Given that you have had this opportunity, I ask you, how will you take 

it forward to make a difference and impact the increasingly widening people 

within the concentric circles around you? 

 

Many of you know I love the poetry of Mary Oliver. I adore her poetry because 

her inspirational messages are universally applicable to all. I think she could 

very well be referring to MUWCI at this critical juncture as you end your 

journey with us and reflect on the value of your time here and what you will 

dedicate your life to as you move on. In her poem, The Summer Day, she ends 

with the lines, "Doesn't everything die at last and too soon? Tell me, what do 

you intend to do with your one wild and precious life?" That is a question to 

start answering now. You do not have to wait until you have finished university 

in order to have that impact. You always have a choice, but if we are educating 

for peace and a sustainable future, do you not think the knowledge and skills 

you have gleaned here should be shared with others, especially those who 

were not so fortunate to attend MUWCI?   

 



We are very much aware that mental health has been a pressing concern 

throughout your time with us. I also think that some of us are starting to see 

more light at the end of the proverbial tunnel. However, the plight of those 

suffering from mental health issues has been brought to the fore by your 

generation, and you have forced us to acknowledge that this is a prevalent 

issue, and we cannot afford to stand by and not address it.  

 

Different generations have different values, but I would hope there would be 

similar values stressing respect, courtesy, and manners. I think these 

behaviours should not be treated frivolously because small things can have a 

considerable impact. Small things matter and reflect something greater. I once 

took a summer class in French, and during our afternoons, we would spend our 

time making pottery, and I made a little pottery pinch pot. I was pleased with 

this piece. It was adorable, and I was excited to have that sitting on my shelf as 

soon as possible. I was just so delighted that I could create something with my 

own hands. I placed my little masterpiece in the cupboard to be fired that 

afternoon. The next day we would be able to paint it and take it home with us. 

When I looked for my fired pot the next day, I saw it had not been fired, and 

tears welled up in my eyes. I was an adult, so why was I crying about this? And 

the teacher came up to me and said, "Dale, Pourquoi tu es tres triste? You 

seem so sad. What is the matter? And I said it is something tiny, so I really 

don't know why I'm so upset about a little pinch pot, and she said, "Ce sont les 

petites choses qui comptent le plus. "  

It's the little things that matter most to us. To some, respect, courtesy, and 

manners may be little things, but they do matter. They help bind together 

humanity, and it reflects a person's character. All you have left is character 

when you strip everything away – wealth, looks, intellect, possessions. So it is 



the way we speak to each other, it is the way we respect each other as 

humans, and it is the way we think about other people before we think of 

ourselves that makes all the difference. 

 

You are part of what is known as Generation Z. This is a generation that has 

come of age when there are perceived shrinking opportunities for post-

secondary places and work opportunities for you, which may make the playing 

field a little more competitive. However, we must never forget that collective 

humanity will help lift us out of crisis and allow us to do some fantastic work. 

So there are always benefits to collaboration over competition. You can 

accomplish amazing feats when working as a whole community. As part of this 

cohort, you could potentially have the support of 100 others for years to come. 

If you keep in touch with friends and connections you have made here. They 

can support you over a lifetime. In a recent study that focused on UWC alumni, 

it was discovered that one of the most impactful aspects of the MUWCI 

experience was friendships. I do not mean to cheapen friendships, but you can 

often leverage friendships to achieve your goals further and ultimately support 

you in humanistic and emotional ways. I think that is a wonderful gift to have, 

especially when people experience a lack of connection with others later in life. 

Though you will always have each other as a batch, I would cherish that if I 

were you and truly make an effort to stay connected.  

 

In 2010 Serena Williams, one of the world's greatest tennis player's said, "I 

really think a champion is defined not by the wins but how they can recover 

when they fall. I have fallen several times each time I just got up, and I adjust 

myself, and I pray, and I am able to do better." What allows you to get up and 

do better when you fall? Firstly, do all that you can to get up. Use others as a 



crutch if you need to until you can stand firmly on your feet again. Utilise the 

support system you have developed at MUWCI. Remember to cultivate a 

network and support system that will assist you when you can't support 

yourself. But also be a support for others. And think about the need to develop 

the mindset that says that you will stand up and keep going. 

 

There will still be challenges, but I think you have the ability to meet them. 

Your debates, MUWCI conversations, and contributions to the College Meeting 

and CORE sessions have prepared you well to discuss complex and sensitive 

issues. But note, how do you promote dialogue with individuals who have 

diametrically opposed positions to you? How do you continue the conversation 

and move forward? If there is one thing I hope you have learned at MUWCI, it 

is to keep listening, even though everything in your being opposes what is 

being conveyed by other parties, and that you make allowances for all voices 

to be heard.  

 

Know that you have agency and the ability to act to make society better. Be 

creative and proactive as opposed to accepting helplessness.  

 

I wish you health, happiness, and a sound consciousness as you move beyond 

the gates of MUWCI to impact your wider communities and societies where 

you are placed. 

 

Please ask yourself what you desire for your one wild and precious life? Now 

go forth and make your vision a reality. 


